Fruit Company Grows Energy Savings
with MaxLite LED Lighting
CASE STUDY

“The LED fixtures bring substantially
more light to the area, which has
made the floor safer, and improved
productivity. Employees can see
barcodes more easily and identify the
correct product more quickly when
preparing shipments. Everyone was
amazed at what a difference the new
lighting made.”
- Reese Crenshaw

Electrical administrator, Zirkle Fruit Company

The Zirkle Fruit Company is one of the largest apple and cherry producers in Eastern Washington, with multiple
fields and orchards between the Canadian and Oregon borders. In addition to providing consumers with the highest
quality fresh fruit, the family-owned company prides itself on being an industry leader in workplace safety and energy
efficiency. When the time came to upgrade the lighting in the shipping area of its plant in Selah, Washington, the
Zirkle Fruit Company chose to install MaxLite LED HP Round High Bay Pendants.
The incumbent facility lighting consisted of aging T5 high output fluorescent linear fixtures. With six, 54-watt
fluorescent tubes per fixture, annual maintenance of the lighting was labor intensive and costly. The Zirkle Fruit
Company sought a greener lighting solution that would lower energy consumption, as well as increase light levels
to optimize safety and visibility for employees on the plant floor. Working with local electrical distributor Stusser
Electric and MaxLite representative agency Electrical Sales Associates, the company chose the HP Pendant for the
lighting renovation because of the product’s exceptional lumen output, efficiency and aesthetic. In a one-to-one ratio,
the 185-watt version of the HP Pendant replaced 192 fluorescent fixtures, resulting in a 43 percent reduction in energy
consumption. The company selected the motion sensor option for further energy savings. With the high transmission
and uniform output of 28,500 lumens per pendant, light levels in the facility improved dramatically.

By switching from fluorescent to LED lighting, the Zirkle Fruit Company is saving 77,389 kWh and $6,332 in energy and
maintenance costs annually.

Before: Dim lighting made barcodes difficult to read.

After: HP Pendants deliver ample, uniform illumination in key areas of the operation.

MaxLite
MaxLite has been committed to providing energy-efficient lighting products since 1993. One of the first movers into LED technology in the industry,
MaxLite offers an extensive line of quality, certified indoor and outdoor LED lamps and luminaires. A five-time recipient of the ENERGY STAR Partner of
the Year Award for its industry leadership, MaxLite continues to be at the forefront of energy-efficient technologies through the innovative research and
development capabilities of its teams and facilities in New Jersey, California, and Indiana.
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